Even when defined in the American Psychiatry Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (APA's DSM), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) does not describe traumatic experience but its aftermath. Traumatic effects are difficult to ignore when large, previously unaffected groups of people share these symptoms, which helps explain why renewed interest in trauma tends to occur during post-war periods. In her most recent book Reading Trauma Narratives: The Contemporary Novel and the Psychology of Oppression, Laurie Vickroy connects traumatic aftereffects, and our interest in them, to their causes by defining trauma as "personalized responses to the late twentieth century's and the early twenty-first century's coalescing awareness of the catastrophic effects on the individual psyche of wars, sexual and physical assaults, poverty, and colonialization" (x). She continues on to relate this awareness to trauma narratives specifically: "Writers of these narrative, fiction or nonfiction, see trauma as an indicator of social injustice or oppression and as the ultimate cost of destructive sociocultural institutions. These literary narratives contextualize trauma for readers by embedding them in scenarios of social and historical significance" (x). In her earlier book Trauma and Survival in Contemporary Fiction, Vickroy defines trauma narratives as narratives that "go beyond presenting trauma as subject matter or in characterization; they also incorporate the rhythms, processes, and uncertainties or trauma within the consciousness and structures of these works" (xiv). Trauma narratives go beyond simply representing a trauma to attempt to represent the aftereffects of such catastrophes, which color and alter the entirety of these works. The introductions of both Vickroy's texts figure prominently in my early work in the classroom defining trauma and trauma narratives with students because her writing on the subject is insightful without being abstract or obtuse.
In trauma narratives, traumatic events and aftereffects are aestheticized through patterns and differences in depiction and its retellings. By aesthetics I do not mean only beauty or form, but also how narrative supplements and enhances aspects of the human experience. 4 At first glance, representations of trauma employ seemingly unrecoverable gaps but, when we choose to refocus on these gaps, we discover an aesthetics of trauma. The most common example is a character who cannot directly remember his/ her trauma. That event becomes a present absence in the story, but often reveals itself in indirect, subtle ways. In contemporary films, traumatic moments are often shot in extreme close-up, a distance that makes interpretation difficult. The cuts tend to be very fast, often mimicking violence itself. Even still, there tends to be more at play in these scenes and their retellings than simply absence. Their very aesthetics obscure traumas within fragmented moments of supposed gaping holes and unspeakable pain, but when read carefully as a group, these scenes depict trauma in their minutiae through changes in verb tense between retellings, contradictions between word and image, breaks in conventions, repetitions with minute changes that build to a revelation, and shifts in perspective, for example. The shifting, changing repetitions that come together, collide, overlap, and differ from what I have termed trauma aesthetics. By focusing on and interpreting the overlay of patterns and changes at the level of the text, we acknowledge and see the trauma more consciously. When we identify and analyze these patterns, trauma aesthetics lead to new interpretations and understandings of texts that represent trauma.
Another important shift in perspective to note is that my focus in this piece is not on "trauma cinema." Trauma film scholars Janet Walker and Joshua Hirsch -among others -enumerate the shared characteristics of "trauma cinema." Hirsch argues in Afterimage: Film, Trauma, and the Holocaust, "In [trauma cinema] linear chronology collapses. Time is experienced as fragmented and uncontrollable" (21). In Trauma Cinema: Documenting Incest and the Holocaust, Walker refines this definition: "[T]rauma cinema . . . figures an alternative form of saying and knowing that conveys the fantasy elements of memory and the historiographic frailty of physical properties through an aesthetics that is fragmentary, sensory, and abstract" (189-90). There appears to be scholarly consensus on what trauma cinema is, but this definition excludes films that mimic our culture's response to the traumatic through its very marginalization and erasure. 5 While films that intentionally represent traumatic experiences are important, powerful, and educational, I choose to teach films that represents trauma secondarily, even accidentally. This focus allows me to consider trauma's portrayal outside its cinema, as well as draw resistant or hesitant students into conversations about the impacts of apparently inadvertent articulations of traumatic events and their aftereffects.
Contemporary cinema is fraught with the traumatic, but rarely is trauma the intended focus. Therefore, I will focus in particular on trauma in Roman Polanski's neo-noir classic, Chinatown (1974) because, in noirs generally and Polanski's film more specifically, reevaluating the film through the lens of trauma aesthetics compels viewers to see in new ways. The group of 1940s films, now known as film noir, comes out of the German expressionist, modernist, and hardboiled detective traditions. Used to describe an American cinematic trend, coined by French critics, and defined retroactively, "film noir" is a term fraught with problems. Noir has been defined as a genre, style, movement, cycle, language, mood, and perspective, just to name a few of its myriad and conflicting classifications. The desire to categorize noir makes static that which is fluid and limits its disruptive potential. Like the original term, scholars define neo-noir and its era variously. In "Notes on Film Noir" (1972), Paul Schrader defines the film noir era as 1941-1958, with The Maltese Falcon and Touch of Evil acting as bookends. For my purposes, neo-noirs are post-1960 films consciously constructed with both similarities to and differences from classic film noir conventions in order to explore and expand philosophical and sociopolitical debates brought to the surface in noir.
The choice of Chinatown is possibly an obvious one. When first released, the film was nominated for multiple awards including eleven Academy Awards, seven Golden Globes and eleven BAFTAs; the film has withstood the test of time, continuing to be held up as a cinematic masterpiece and consistently ranking in the top of the American Film Institute (AFI) "100 Years . . . 100 Movies" lists. Despite its critical attention, the film is often misrepresented as a murder mystery. It is easy to see why audiences would not want to acknowledge an incest narrative, embracing instead more comfortable noir labels. Interestingly then, one potential pitfall for teaching mainstream films through a trauma-studies lens is the impulse of students to psychologize and diagnose characters rather than focus on the construction of the film itself. When I teach trauma through film, I intentionally ground all of our discussions in close reading of key scenes rather than focusing explicitly on trauma. Part of this pedagogical choice is a reaction to how students underestimate the critical thinking necessary to study film, but I have also found that when I let go of my desire to address trauma directly and focus instead on close reading, more often than not, students will recognize trauma on their own. Such discoveries carry more weight than any lecture I could deliver.
Furthermore, closely reading trauma aesthetics highlights relationships between gender, race, and trauma. For example, Vertigo (1958 ), Chinatown (1974 ), Taxi Driver (1976 ), Blade Runner (1982 , and Memento (2000) -among innumerable others -represent gendered and racial violence only to erase or ignore their causes and effects, and, therefore, appear not to carefully consider issues such as trauma, oppression, or intersectionality. 6 In fact, such offhanded explorations of oppression may motivate independent filmmakers and documentarians to address trauma explicitly. For example, The Return of Navajo Boy (2000) and Chan is Missing (1982) articulate racial traumas that are largely absent from or ignored in mainstream American cinema. Filmmakers outside of Hollywood are in dialogue with directors like Polanski, Alfred Hitchcock, and Martin Scorsese.
7 Through highly self-conscious aesthetics, traumatic revelations make cinema a space where we can consider trauma and its aftereffects in both the film's diegesis and our reality. Likewise, classrooms offer a unique space in which to consider multiple positions and perspectives alongside historical and filmic contexts.
Cultural Anxieties in Noir
Scenes of traumatic erasure hint at complex and overlapping anxieties about difference lurking just below the surface, anxieties that may be the key to noir's lasting critical influence and venerated popular culture status. In noir there is a clear history of briefly representing gendered and racialized trauma, but such events have their implications dismissed and social importance diminished in favor of white male anxieties about heterosexual love. 8 For example, in The Big Sleep (Hawks 1946 ), Carmen's sexual trauma and witnessing of a murder while drugged are ignored in favor of a focus on the relationship between Marlowe and Vivian. In fact, Carmen disappears altogether from the second half of the film. 9 Some thirty-five years later, Ridley Scott's cult classic Blade Runner (1982) refracts racial and gendered trauma through Deckard's anxieties. The Replicants' pain quickly becomes the suffering of our morally ambiguous hero as the camera focuses on his response to their deaths, thereby halting any consideration of their sexualized and racialized traumas. This trend of traumatic erasure continues through contemporary neo-noirs, including Christopher Nolan's 2000 blockbuster, Memento. In the film, Leonard claims to be seeking revenge for his wife's murder, but his memories of and references to her suggest she is just an excuse for his violence. For example, the tattoo across his chest reads, "John G. raped and murdered my wife" (my emphasis). His wife is not named, and the emphasis on how Leonard has been affected by her death erases any sense of his wife as an individual. Given these few examples, it is not surprising that many scholars have examined how cultural anxieties are transcribed onto noir and neo-noir. 10 Given noir's history and status, neo-noir directors are hyperaware of its conventions, which they intentionally adapt to their own ends. Neo-noir emerges as a separate subgenre beginning in the 1960s.
11 Noir continues to have new iterations because the central conflict is one that never can be resolved and that often results in the traumatizing of others--that is, white, heterosexual, male anxieties about ever-changing social roles and pressures. The ethical and sociopolitical importance of traumatic representations can only be made clear when attention turns away from noir's male protagonist. In "Noir in the Red and the Nineties in the Black," Tom Conley argues that "as long as a historical relation is inscribed and is reinvented, be it through citational, specular, or other means, in the tradition of film noir smudges of erasure tend to be visible and, as a result, they are marked with political and ethical valence" (209). In noir, the repression of particular voices links ethics and politics through hauntingly present absences across film history. The "smudges of erasure" can be traced specifically through secondary characters, predominately the femme fatale and non-white characters. Among these erasures are the layered traumas that motivate the action of noir, illustrate the contexts in which filmmakers operate, and demonstrate how the unspeakable is revealed and concealed simultaneously. Such counter-narratives highlight otherwise obscured traumatic revelations. These erasures cause three noir elements to be particularly relevant to my discussion of trauma aesthetics: the protagonist's precarious identity, the violent repression of the transgressive female fatale, and the ambiguous depiction of race.
The Protagonist's Precarious Identity
The noir protagonist's identity is a source of constant anxiety because it is constructed through his ability to "beat" others, both in the sense of outwitting and through violence. He constantly fears of being beaten and bested by an/the Other. Ronald Schwartz defines film noir protagonists as "untrusting . . . misogynistic, and . . . victims of their own paranoia" (xii ). Such a tenuous hold on one's sense of self anticipates violent lashing out in a desperate attempt at self-definition. The gendered anxiety at the heart of noir is the focus of Frank Krutnik's In a Lonely Street: Film Noir, Genre, Masculinity. Across the film noir categories he delineates, Krutnik observes that " [b] oth the hero's own masculine identity and the 'masculine' authority of social law have to be rigorously maintained and consolidated" through the "concerted, sadistically-managed repression of the feminine" (180, 181). The noir protagonist transgresses boundaries and admits other possible identity positions, thereby threatening the gender binary and imperialist, white-supremacist, capitalist patriarchy, 12 only to reinvest himself within that structure. By reflecting his psychological conflicts onto another, the protagonist "manages" his destabilized white male identity in a culturally sanctioned way: violently oppressing minorities and women.
The Transgressive Female
The femme fatale personifies the transgression the male protagonist can only temporarily withstand. She is excess in every way. In A Panorama of American Film Noir (1941 -1953 , Raymond Borde and Étienne Chaumeton describe the femme fatale as beautiful and "probably frigid," creating the eroticism distinctive to film noir that is "usually no more than the eroticization of violence" (9) . They imply that the femme fatale is only as sexual as she is available to male violence. Writing about Vera (Ann Savage) in Detour (directed by Edgar G. Ulmer in 1945), James Naremore describes, "A sullen, dangerous, yet sympathetic figure, she leaves an indelible impression, and it is impossible to imagine any A-budget picture that would have been allowed to depict her" (149). This description of Vera can serve as an overarching definition of the paradoxical femme fatale: dangerous and alluring, transgressive and sympathetic. Femme fatales --and potentially all women in noir--are emblematic of the male protagonists' anxieties about unstable identities. They become the mechanism through which transgressing men can readily reinsert themselves into the social order. At the same time the protagonists are stabilizing that order by violently beating the femme fatale back into place.
Race as Other
While noirs explore gender dynamics more explicitly, they tend to be less overt when it comes to issues of race. For example, in The Big Sleep, the Orientalism of Arthur Geiger's home presents an explanation for his assumed sexual perversion and drug use. 13 This queering Orientalism suggests a more complex story that may only be revealed in marginalized spaces. Often it does not matter what non-Anglo race is portrayed, as any racial difference will do. For this reason, flights to and from Mexico abound in film noirs such as Touch of Evil (Welles 1958) , The Big Sleep (Hawks 1946) , and Border Incident (Mann 1949) . According to Jennifer Fay and Justus Nieland in Film Noir: Hard-Boiled Modernity and Cultures of Globalization, "Film noir, itself a borderline genre, is thematically drawn to narratives of international border crossing, especially between the US and Mexico" (270). As Charles Scruggs argues in "Out of the Black Past: The Image of the Fugitive Slave in Tourneur's Out of the Past," both Harlem and Mexico signify spaces outside of white, "mainstream" America, symbolizing groups even more marginalized than the slightly transgressive protagonists of film noir (101). Similarly, as we will see in Chinatown, it is Chinatown's perceived otherness that potentially allows the femme fatale to escape back to Mexico with her daughter.
The Case of Chinatown
Chinatown (Polanski 1974) exemplifies the problems of trauma and place by shifting between two storylines, what Vernon Shetley calls the "water" and "daughter" plots. Private Investigator Jake Gittes (Jack Nicholson), hired to investigate Hollis Mulway, discovers a deadly secret that will change Los Angeles' perception of its capitalist patriarch, Noah Cross (John Huston). Gittes stumbles upon Katherine, the child begotten through incest between Cross and his daughter, Evelyn, Mulway's wife (Faye Dunaway). The film centers on Jake's quest for the truth of Mulway's murder, a journey repeatedly disrupted by traumas that refuse to remain quietly on the margins of the film.
The historical events and contexts of the film are significant, particularly for a study of trauma. While noirs often construct a world of vague social corruption, Chinatown situates itself in the California water disputes of the early Twentieth Century. The so-called "Water Wars" were clashes over the ownership of water rights in the Owens River Valley. Chinatown fictionalizes the struggle between Frederick Eaton, the mayor of L.A. from 1898-1900, and William Mulholland, Eaton's appointed superintendent of the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, through arch-patriarch Noah Cross and Hollis Mulwray, Noah Cross's son-in-law and Evelyn's husband. Like Mulwray, Mulholland oversaw a dam project that failed, flooding and killing hundreds in Santa Paula. While Mulholland's career ended when he took responsibility for the St. Francis Dam failure and resigned in 1929, Mulwray testifies at a public hearing regarding building a similar dam in Chinatown: "Well, it won't hold. I won't build it. It's that simple. I'm not making that kind of mistake twice." Mulwray does not shirk responsibility for the traumatic effects of urban expansion on Owens River Valley's rural population, but those effects are only hinted at within the context of the film through the spectacle of livestock running through the hearing, the aggression of farmers toward Jake, and the barren wasteland of the river valley. The class-based details of this cultural trauma are easily forgotten or marginalized due to the film's perceived focus on Jake as protagonist.
Whereas John Walton, in Western Times and Water Wars: State, Culture, and Rebellion in California, suggests that the incest plot of Chinatown is a metaphor for the perceived "rape of the Owens Valley" (223, 313), I do not view the plot of Chinatown as being about water. Instead, I would suggest that the film is explicitly about incest. The "water" plot serves as a distraction for viewers from the horrific knowledge of incest. For this reason, the two plotlines are intentionally complicated and coincide with each other. In fact, the motive for the murder of Hollis Mulwray is never made clear. Does Cross kill Mulwray because of his opposition to the new dam project or because Mulwray hid Katherine for almost two decades? Stated another way: "Which plot is the main plot?" How one interprets Mulwray's murder depends on how one answers the question of plot. Did Cross kill Mulwray over water or daughter? Of course, it is also possible for a third interpretation that incorporates both motives because those two emblems of Cross's power have become so entwined as to be one and the same motive for his every greedy action.
Alongside the historical context, Polanski intentionally situates the climax of a story about murder, incest, and intrigue in Chinatown, a specific, racialized space. The film's title reflects the importance of location to the narrative while at the same time obscuring the "real stories" of trauma in America in its geographic specificity. Throughout Chinatown Chinese-Americans are the butt of numerous jokes, and the geopolitical space of Chinatown is viewed as both lawless and potentially freeing. In the opening sequences, the uncomfortably tasteless, sexist, and racist joke Jake makes mocking Asian Americans implies a self-conscious study of social anxieties embedded within film noir and expressed through prejudice, stereotypes, and oppression a study that announces itself even more pronouncedly to contemporary student audiences. Later, it is by traveling through Chinatown that Evelyn attempts to return to Mexico with her daughter, and it is through her close relationship with her Asian servants that she gains access to that space. Examining Chinatown as Other in "'Bad for the Glass': Representation and Filmic Deconstruction in Chinatown and Chan is Missing," William Galperin argues that " [t] he [disruptive, deconstructive] mechanism is Chinatown itself, less a focus now of a specific or repeated action than an agency that effectively refutes 'Western' reality or 'representation.' The emphasis consequently is . . . on China'town,' on the alien order that has infiltrated our own, challenging our idealized conceptions" (1157). Seemingly with its own agency, the geopolitical space of Chinatown is a perceived threat to Western discourses and master narratives, a space with the potential to infect beyond its borders.
In addition to issues of race, Chinatown considers the impact and implications of feminized trauma by exposing consequences of patriarchal society. Surprisingly, this aspect of the film has received less critical attention. When Chinatown was released, women's issues were being discussed in previously unheard of ways. Several landmark court cases were decided just prior to the film's 1974 release. In 1971, the first issue of Gloria Steinem's Ms. Magazine appeared, in 1972 Congress passed the Equal Rights Amendment and Title IX and, in 1973 the Roe v. Wade decision was issued by the U.S. Supreme Court. While some situations were improving for women, other problems continued to be ignored, particularly sexual violence. For example, the first marital rape law would not be passed in the U.S. until 1976 (by Nebraska) and the media most often represented rape though victim-blaming, which continues today. 14 Disturbingly, some critics appear to blame Evelyn for her rape. Others seem incapable of viewing what happened to her as rape, instead discussing it as if it were a consensual act. For example, Donald Lyons asks about Noah Cross, "Is what he does so very bad? After all, he has godfathered the growth of the city of Los Angeles; he has fathered Katherine. Even Evelyn has seemed to say that she was not raped. As we know from Rosemary's Baby, copulation with the Devil can have its eventual pleasures and rewards" (53). Richard T. Jameson writes that Evelyn's death "suggests that the explosion [of the bullet through her skull and out her eye] . . . comes from the core of her being," as if Evelyn must bear the burden of sin for what her father did to her, while he reaps the rewards of pillage and plunder (33). In the classroom, reading these quotations from critics to contemporary students causes a stir, even audible gasps, because they are more aware of sexual violence, victim-blaming, and even micro-aggressions than was the film's original audience. These instances of minimizing and victim-blaming, unfortunately, continue to reflect the often very public treatment of sexual assault victims in our culture and, of course, parallel Jake's own reaction when he beats the truth out of Evelyn but does not immediately believe her. Even though he is able to label what happened to Evelyn "rape," Jake is unable to face the reality of incest and his own traumatic past and, therefore, is doomed to repeat those traumas. 15 This inability puts in motion Evelyn's death and her father/rapist's possession of Katherine, his daughter/granddaughter.
Given these contexts, the film does "as little as possible" to bring feminist issues to light. As quickly as they appear, traumatized female bodies disappear from view in this gorgeously costumed, set, and scored film. However, the significance of Chinatown lies in its portrayal of incest more than in its relationship to real life events and nostalgic mise-en-scène. There are several ephemeral moments where Evelyn's traumatic past becomes evident and where Chinatown attempts to "speak the unspeakable" in undeniably key scenes that students are ready and willing to discuss and analyze.
The most overt traumatic revelation in Chinatown is the infamous "my sister/my daughter" scene, which makes it a good starting point for considering trauma and the revelation of incest in class discussions. Here, Evelyn discloses her rape by her father and the subsequent birth of her child. However, the revelation comes only after Jake slaps her several times. 21 This sequence begins with Jake sitting on the couch in the front parlor in a medium shot with the camera positioned next to Evelyn. Both the use of the medium shot and the shot-reverse shot sequence are aspects of invisible editing, techniques used so often in film and television that they often can escape our conscious viewing. The reverse shots of Evelyn show her well lit in close up, thereby emphasizing the minutiae of her responses to Jake's inquiries about Katherine. When Jake approaches and assaults her, Evelyn's face remains well lit while Jake moves through shadows that obscure his already partially hidden face, due to the bandages on his nose that marks his previous powerlessness and feminization at the hands of Cross' thugs. Upon being struck, Evelyn's shock and pain fill the screen as her muttering reaches a shrill climax, "My sister . . . my daughter." After throwing her down on the couch, Jake stands partially off-screen while Evelyn screams the truth, "She's my sister and my daughter!" The focus during this revelation is Evelyn, rather than Jake's response to her shocking admission of incest. Her confession and the pain just inflicted on her turn the stoic femme fatale into a sympathetic character by revealing her suffering. Regarding this scene, Sheltey, in "Incest and Capital in Chinatown," argues What happened between Evelyn and her father, she implies [by rolling her eyes rather than replying to Jake's "He raped you?"], is complex . . . 'rape' is inadequate as a descriptor of what occurred, but Jake seems never to realize this. . . . Evelyn speaks a more complex language, or rather, her truth seems not to fit into language; her version of events is communicated by gesture, not by words, and Jake seems . . . never to have to come to terms with her way of seeing, just as commentators . . . seem to ignore Evelyn's "voice" in this matter. (1102) Evelyn speaks through her gestures and facial expressions and refuses to use the masculinist language of "force and power" to label her experience, an experience beyond what that discourse can contain (1102). Shetley suggests that Jake is unable to appreciate fully Evelyn's truth because of their different modes of expression, a difference reverberating through the scholarship on Chinatown itself. Read in conjunction with other traumatic revelations, Evelyn's body becomes the primary mode through which the audience can read and interpret the obscured "daughter" plot and discern the corporeal reality of incest. By retraining their eyes from Jake to Evelyn in this scene, students begin to reevaluate and reconsider what this film is actually about. Using this momentum, we then turn to chronologically the first scene of traumatic revelation, one that is the most difficult to interpret upon first viewing.
This initial depiction of potential trauma occurs outside of a restaurant when Jake threatens Evelyn and exemplifies how our focus on noir's male protagonist erases the femme fatale's past. Viewing it after a discussion of other scenes of traumatic revelation allows students to see its centrality and foreshadowing in hindsight because, as Galperin suggests about the film generally, "[A]ction vies for primacy with something else" in Chinatown (1158). Despite Jake's powerful monologue, "something else" can be seen and heard if spectators focus on Evelyn during this long twoshot, a frame that encompasses two people and often used to establish a relationship between them. Up until this point, Evelyn has been presented as the powerful and cold femme fatale, but when Jake threatens to expose her, she is visibly shaken, even paralyzed. Inside the restaurant, Evelyn had remained emotionally neutral as Jake implied that she was involved in her husband's murder, but outside the restaurant, when Jake accuses her of "hiding something," Evelyn can no longer keep her composure. She begins to breathe heavily, panic crosses her previously stoic face, and she grasps her own throat nervously. It is not until Jake speeds away loudly in his car that Evelyn finds her voice, which is drowned out by the sound of the engine. Jake cannot hear her, but the audience hears her cry that comes from a place deep within her and that she had attempted to keep silent. Surprisingly, the sequence does not follow Jake in his car, as repeatedly occurs throughout the film. Instead, this long take stays with Evelyn and focuses on her emotional response. Rather than furthering Jake's investigation, the hidden trauma threatens to disrupt not only the murder mystery plot but viewer expectations for noirs and the subjective perspective of the film itself. Evelyn's reaction breaks the veneer of the femme fatale and exposes the complexity of her character. As the audience learns of her traumatic past, Evelyn's coldness and terror make sense, for above all else, she fears her father and what would happen should he discover his daughter/ granddaughter.
Another brief moment of revelation occurs directly after the infamous sister/daughter scene, when Evelyn introduces Jake to the previously mysterious Katherine. Katherine and Evelyn stand halfway up the stairs and Jake is down in the parlor area. Like Jake, the camera looks up at the women. The angle of the shot suggests both Jake's powerlessness and his inability to grasp the situation. At the very least, this low angle/high angle sequence shows that Evelyn fully understands the gravity of the situation while Jake does not. It may signal that Katherine, too, has a better understanding of what is happening, for she also looks down at Jake from a position of power. Evelyn introduces them to prove that Katherine is her daughter and not Mulwray's mistress, as Jake had mistakenly identified her. Having seen Katherine crying about Mulwray's death and having just learned her traumatic origins, spectators can understand the now wellrounded character of Katherine, despite her lack of dialogue. There is a suggestion that Katherine herself must have heard her mother screaming "my sister . . . my daughter . . . ," for on hearing Evelyn's cries, the servant caring for Katherine leaves to make sure Evelyn is unharmed.
There are two more moments at the end of the film that support this reading of Katherine. When Noah Cross approaches her and introduces himself as, "I'm your . . . I'm your . . . grandfather," a look of disgust, not confusion, comes across clearly on Katherine's face. The second moment occurs when Cross attempts to cover Katherine's eyes and pull her away from her mother's body. Katherine, who has been screaming at the sight of her dead mother, becomes hysterical when Cross touches her. While her mother attempted to shield her from the traumatic knowledge of her incestuous origins, Katherine seems already to know. Katherine may not speak, but her facial expressions, body language, and screams tell her story, just as they tell her mother's. It would seem that women's words go unheard and unheeded in Chinatown, but that does not mean they do not speak and that we do not know what they have to say.
After the revelations regarding her past and her subtle characterization through the film, the audience's focus may shift to identify with Evelyn and question Jake's actions. When he offers to meet the all-powerful Noah Cross, Jake's motivations are unclear. This action contradicts Jake's desires, namely his feelings for Evelyn. As Michael Eaton suggests, "[Jake's] hubristic zeal to solve a problem has only created another problem" (62). Jake continues to deny the audience the relief they want in knowing Evelyn and Katherine will be safe, to create the happy ending from Robert Towne's original screenplay. This shift in viewer identification is visually achieved by a brief break in the point of view of the film. The audience sees the actions from Evelyn's point of view during the bedroom scene before she reveals the trauma of incest. As Evelyn gets ready to leave Jake in her bed and tend to Katherine, Jake tries to make her tell him what is happening. Evelyn asks Jake to "trust me this much," but his anxieties about his unstable masculine identity get the better of him. The camera moves between her point of view and a shot of her reactions from Jake's point of view. This movement allows the audience to identify with the previously closed-off Evelyn, even before the trauma of incest is made clear. Her vulnerability while in bed with Jake and her sudden return to being guarded show that there is more going on than Jake knows, a point made explicitly and continuously throughout the film by various characters. For Jake, his burgeoning relationship with Evelyn is not as important as finding out "the truth" and thereby reclaiming his masculinity through his success as a private investigator.
Trauma and violence are introduced as well through the minor characters of Curly, another of Jake's clients, and his wife. When Jake finally decides to whisk Evelyn and Katherine out of the country in Curly's car, Curly's wife answers the door of their bungalow. She has a pronounced black eye. In this moment, the film acknowledges that violence against women occurs throughout all classes. It also illustrates the contradiction in Jake's actions. 16 Jake is at least partially responsible for the wife's injuries, having revealed her affair to Curly in the opening sequence. However, he takes little notice of her pain. This small scene also suggests that, while upper class women may have resources with which to hide their traumas, one may see such misogyny and violence more plainly in lower, "ethnic" neighborhoods like Curly's. Of course, this simplified characterization perpetuates several myths about domestic violence, namely that it occurs more frequently in lower economic neighborhood and among people of color and immigrants. Despite such stereotyping, this scene late in the film reveals that, while the extraordinary story of Evelyn's past makes for suspenseful filmmaking, the reality of domestic violence is much more mundane and prevalent if one chooses to see it. As Galperin suggests about the film generally, "Chinatown provides . . . a vision of the real that does not privilege the viewer so much as it is made available to the subject in conjunction with a broader, more democratized agenda" (1155, my emphasis). Polanski creates a moment in which viewers can consider the realities of domestic violence, if they are open to them.
When masculine anxieties about identity and social order are reasserted as the film's focus, this consideration of violence against women is, once again, negated. The scene in which police kill Evelyn focuses on the actions and reactions of men as both her body and her daughter are erased from view. After briefly showing Evelyn's corpse, the long take reveals Jake's repeated trauma. The camera focuses on his blank face as Jake mumbles, "As little as possible," the decree for police officers stationed in Chinatown. The sequence does not show Evelyn's body after the initial reveal, erasing the specificity of that death and replacing it with the impact it has on men, particularly Jake and Noah Cross. The camera then moves up to reveal a crane shot of the neighborhood, showing the growing crowd of Chinatown inhabitants gathering around the car, people for whom this death is mere spectacle. Evelyn has been erased from the scene and from history. In fact, Jake is so absorbed in his own culpability that he continues to fail Evelyn by allowing Cross to whisk away Katherine into the darkness. Or, as John Belton argues in his Oedipal interpretation of the film, "Gittes does not so much release the repressed . . . as re-repress it, pressuring it to the surface . . . then quickly suppressing it once again, unable to deal with it himself" (949). Gittes's repeated trauma and inability to cope with the open secret of incest paralyze him and traumatize Katherine, who witnesses her mother's murder and potentially understands her own traumatic origins. For spectators, identifying with Jake and his pain are safer than remembering Evelyn's tragic life and death or looking into the darkness after Katherine and wondering what will become of her.
But, this ending comes as no shock. The film has foreshadowed this inevitable outcome from the start, while simultaneously refusing to acknowledge who is ultimately culpable for Evelyn's death, a fact captured by the oft-quoted last line, "Forget it, Jake --it's Chinatown." Chinatown is depicted as a lawless, traumatic place for those not a part of its Otherness. Regarding the ending, Eaton writes, "The story is all but over, the social order into which we (the viewers) will be momentarily returned . . . is restored -but not to decency, rationality, love, health, and meaning, but to a fundamental, chaotic, unconquerable and unembraceable perversity" (71). As Eaton suggests, the film exposes the traumatic side of the social order through a story of wealth and deception, a story with unanswered murders, unanswerable questions, and the suggestion of repetition. In "Sex/Knowledge/Power in the Detective Genre," Stephen Cooper concludes, "Despite his associate's admonition to willed forgetfulness ("Forget it, Jake. It's Chinatown."), knowledge is all Gittes has left to him at the end, that and the prospect of living with what he has come to know" (29). In parallel to Jake, the questions left to the audience and to my students include: "What are we meant to do with this knowledge when we exit the theater?," "What do we do with the pit in our stomachs as we watch Noah Cross take Katherine away from her mother's body and disappear into the darkness of the closing scene?," and "What relationship does the aesthetic beauty of such scenes of violence and trauma have to our sense of ethical responsibility?".
Perhaps the film's lasting critical acclaim speaks to this difficult relationship. Chinatown won one Academy Award (Best Screenplay for Robert Towne), was nominated for ten others (including Best Actress for Faye Dunaway), and was named the Best Film of All Time by Andrew Pulver of The Guardian in 2010 (np). Is its continued popularity and acclaim after forty years because it brought public awareness to the disputes over land and water rights in California in the 1930s, as Gary Libecap writes in the Hoover Digest (np)? Or, is it the shocking discovery of incest in the upper echelons of LA society and the ever-present absence of that repeated trauma that make Chinatown memorable?
When I ask this question of students at the end of our time examining the film, they immediately scoff at the thought that Chinatown could ever be viewed as anything other than an incest narrative. Quickly, I remind them of their initial take on the film as a typical noir murder mystery complete with a private investigator protagonist and a classic femme fatale.
After guided close reading, these initial impressions quickly crumble. The many unanswered questions are in stark contrast to the level of cinematic detail and trauma aesthetics in Chinatown, causing our assumptions to be turned on their heads. To admit that a famous film situated centrally in the American canon is about incest may not be something that happens in our mainstream culture of sexual violence erasure and victim blaming, but it is possible to reevaluate Chinatown in the classroom through careful analysis and contextualizing.
Conclusion
The sheer opposition of Chinatown's aesthetic beauty and its subject matter has made an indelible mark on film history. As a trauma narrative, it does not uphold fragmentary, meaning-defying trauma aesthetics. The scenes of traumatic revelation combine gradually and methodically to represent the trauma of incest while Chinatown simultaneously develops the murderous duplicity of those in power in Los Angeles and the traumatic repercussions of their greed through the use of a specific historical context. Haunting juxtapositions in Chinatown move audiences and suggest that, as a culture, we can be better attune to how trauma gets obscured from view in both our media and fictional depictions of it by retraining ourselves to close read what we view. Such a response allows us to better understand the dynamics of trauma, its aftereffects, and the potential for social change.
While the film does "as little as possible" to bring the traumatic to the fore, audiences are urged, through its negative example, to do more. We may leave the theater thinking about Jake, but by refocusing on Evelyn and Katherine--that "something else" that vies with the action of the film for our attention--audiences come face-to-face with issues of rape, incest, and trauma. Like Jake, we have now seen the traumatic. Unlike Jake, perhaps we can imagine and work toward a world in which it is otherwise. By shifting our attention to stories of trauma that take place at the margins, we challenge our collective silences about traumas lurking at both the edge of the screen in mainstream American cinema and daily life. 
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